presented" (Bachtin M, 1968) .
Exactly here lies the essence. So, do we have in "The Winter ...", a radically new position? If so, how will it be proved in the relations between the author and the character's horizon? Secondly, do we have to do with methods of reducing or weakening the author's word that does not "affect the essence of the problem"? And further: do we have an author who opposes the character's word, but that the latter is "absolutely free of mixtures" as in Dostoevsky? Or, beyond that, in the line of the polyphonic novel, we do have an "invisible" author, otherwise, the lack of the author as an "orientation among the other directions." If we have to do with the latter case, i.e. the invisible author, it is obvious that it would be a new position of the author in relation to the polyphonic text, as we always have the author as an orientation or the character who discusses "even with the author ". In Kadare's prose and in the book "The Winter ... the character's perceptions (P) is designed from the bottom up. So after two or three sentences the character appears to prove, that the above sequences come from his perception and not from the author. Let's see now whether we are dealing with a stylistic feature that characterizes the entire text. Secondly, we will see what happens with the author's horizon, if we do have a technical violation of the author's horizon or, even more the "disappearance" of the author's horizon. To make this clear we will analyze a few paragraphs from chapter IV: ( Kadare I.1973). This is a paragraph, first paragraph, but we have two sequences that disrupt in P1/P2. In the first sequence we have Mira in bed, on awakening, under the effect of light. But the author does not objectify her or her environment, windows, curtains, sun, rays, etc., etc... We have no author's point of view, which would imply even the "author's" horizon. All the feelings and senses belong to Mira. So the whole perception comes from her, the character. While the scene that would respond to this perception, its objectification in a full frame, which means a girl who is awoken by the effect of light, it is not built by the "author" but by the reader. Second, climax is noted, increased semantic intensity, as well as rhythmic segmentation of sentences: "flowed / dawned in glass windows / covering everything / You had no place where to hide from it / it would find you anywhere", etc...In this case, the function of words used in a set of adhesive semantic sequence or repeated anadiplosis, is played by the verbs, headed by the first verb: flow. Then we have: dawn etc... So the intensity of perception corresponds with the climax. However once again we have the character proved and not the "author" in the text. Here we have no monological text proceedings which would weaken the author's horizon; also there are no violations of the author's horizon, as in Dostoevsky. P1 in this case is in the function of the "disappearance of the author's horizon." So, in this sequence /aspect we have the character that projects herself from the bottom and up. The "Author" does not exist in any corner of this framework, unless the character appears in P1/P2 / etc.
From the perspective of the "Susrafce" exit, so the exit "to reality" (S), (the effect of the morning light on Mira), this exit is confirmed, somehow it is an exit which is done from / through intrasubjective (Intr) perspective, it comes out through Mira's horizon. Here we do not have an "author" or his horizon.
Meanwhile, P1: "Mira tried once again to hide her face under the pillow", etc., is the author's horizon, so it is the author who appears in P1 "in reality". But, as we saw, this sentence, apart from the function of introducing the author's horizon, it also performs the function of exit from the author's horizon in the four previous sentences, so for all the previous sequence. In the other sequence: "the last shadows of sleep" ... as the author's horizon appeared in the previous sentence P1, there's an opportunity for the author "to move up" and see everything from his horizon.
However, even in this sequence, which is in the sentence, we always have Intr, so intrasubjectivity. Even here, as above, we have the same climax, growing semantic intensification. Immediately after the climax, we have P2: "Mira woke up." This sentence, does not only brings the author's horizon, but also serves to eliminate any misunderstanding between him and the reader for the climax sequence that comes from Intr, before it, so before the author's horizon. The third sequence (P3-only "that"), which comes immediately after the author's horizon, the whole one is in Intr. Mira has in her consciousness a dream with Altin, "he spoke and spoke", etc... But here again we do not have an author, the horizon is totally for the character. There is no "objectivity" what would have meant the author's horizon, the dialogue of Mira with Altin in a dream before she woke up, etc., however, the word "dream" never appears.
The framework therefore comes from the character, from Intr while the exit "to reality" of this framework, as in the first sequence is done by the reader. And precisely in this technique, the disappointment of the readers with the author's horizon in this game of horizons, lays the stylistic essence of the suggestive effect in Kadare's prose. Further, in this sequence we have again the climax, which proves not only the return to the Intr, but also the stylistic unit of the text.
Let (Kadare I. 1973) .
In this sequence we are in S, "in reality", through the author's horizon. The sentences in italics come from the Intr that means from the character's horizon. There appear no more the stilemes: Mira thought, she said to herself, etc... In this sequence the author's horizon sequence appears at the top of the paragraph, but he aims at the character's horizon, and when the conditions are appropriate for this he just enters the Intr and the appearance comes from the character's horizon. It happens the same in the following paragraph: (Kadare I. 1973 ).
Here we are in reality, but it is aimed character's horizon ("without turning his head from the mirror, so how Mira sees it). Meanwhile, this dialogue happens in reality, and meanwhile performs its function, creates the conditions for the transition to the character's Intrasubjectivity).
Here's what we have below: (Kadare I.1973) .
"Her maroon eyes, soft and a little tailed, which gave her look a tinge of pleasant cunning, especially when they looked sideways, appeared in the mirror next to the face of Besnik, which had an unnatural strain, as the face of any man who is shaving himself. (All this sequence comes from Intr, it is a narcissistic female gameM.D.). She showed her tongue to her brother and then began to hit him at his back with her fist "
Here below, again we have a dialogue, which performs the same function, a transition of the character in Intr, so in his horizon:
(P1): "When Mira went into the kitchen, her father and her aunt were silent sitting on the sofa. Her father was pale in the face. It was obvious that he has had problems with his health again. Besnik was talking to a doctor on the phone.The father needed another check-up " (Kadare I. 1973 ).
The words in italics are in the Interindividuality,/Intersubjectivity: Mira-her father. But in this case we lack stilemes like: Mira thought, to her the father seemed pale etc.., etc... And in the sentence "Besniku was talking" etc., author's stilemes were missing, and this is what it would be normal in monological text: Mira turned her head and saw Besnik etc... So, we have another case where the author's horizon creates conditions for the destruction of the author's horizon within a sequence.
The text proceeds in the same way in the three other paragraphs. The author goes "to reality" or passes in P only to the extent that he needs to eradicate his horizon. Now let's see how the author comes out from a character's horizon to enter a different character's horizon. We are in the last paragraph of Mira's horizon. (Kadare I. 1973 ).
As seen from Mira's horizon, we move to the Ben's. The author appears to a minimum extend, "said Ben, he thought, he added," just to prove that we are on the horizon of his character. In "he sweet-talks ... Neta, Diri, Mariana, we are in the Interindividuality through /from Intersubjectivity. We can note again the climax here: cavalier / dog. In this case, the semantic point of view in, "cavalier" "dishonorates' in the word-group" relish in solitude ", which creates conditions for semantic association with" dog ", as a semantic intensification to serve as a climax.
We've seen how "in reality" the character's horizon dominates. We've also seen how, without the mediation of the author, it is passed from a character's horizon to the horizon of another one. We selected a chapter randomly, but could get any of them. The stylistic unit of the text has never been doubted in Kadare's prose / poetry. We are just considering, different chapters from different angles and point of views to approach the polyphonic text.
Conclusion: Even "in reality" dominates the character's horizon which comes directly from the Interindividuality through / from Intersubjectivity The author's horizon is in a minimum extend, but when it appears, it appears to deny themselves, thus to help in its disappearance. In relation to Bakhtin polyphonic text, in Kadare's there is no author as "an orientation among the other orientations." This means that the author is not in a separate line in the polyphonic text nor has its own tone. Second, the "voices" in the polyphony of "The Winter" ... but not only, are just characters. Therefore, and tone of the text is polyphonic, heterogeneous. Above, we've seen the author's horizon in his alternation from "the reality" into the consciousness of the character, so in the function of marking the character's horizon. While, in the alternation of Consciousness / Reality, i.e. in the dominant in selfconscience, it is interesting to investigate stylistic choices which mark the exit to reality. More specifically, exits in reality are made from the character's horizon or of the author's?
We are always on. Chapter IV. We've seen how the transition is done from Mira's horizon to that of Ben. On p. 67, there is another transition through a dialogue from Ben's horizon, to the aunt's horizon: "Come on, come and have breakfast. Here's your egg. (Aunt, Rabo). Ben ate standing.Then he put on his jacket and left" (Kadare I.1973) . It is noted that the author does not objectifies the sequence. So there is no: Ben sat down, took the plate etc... etc... That would be if we would have the author's horizon of the monological text. So we would have the "real" time. But, "Ben ate standing", etc., comes from Rabo's horizon. It's her who sees Ben eating and putting on his jacket and leaves. About this thing, there are only two sentences which are segmented because we are in Rabo's psychological time. This segmentation is a characteristic of Kadare's work, a segmentation that is conditioned by his creative schemes. And obviously that has nothing to do with segmentation, for example in Hemingway's prose. In two sentences it is mentioned what impresses Rabos, the way she sees and records in her memory, the fact that Ben "ate standing" and that he put on his jacket. In this case, the real-time is built by the reader, not the author. And here's what we have, later: "Ben got out":
"They left; she said to herself and sat down on the couch where Struga usually used to sit " (Kadare I.1973) . We have: they left, said to herself -the author's horizon that comes to deny itself, which is obvious in where Struga usually used to sit. (Just as the aunt says to the brother.) So, we do not only have the stileme, "she said to herself" to make the transition from V, through the I, but also the marking of the object as it is seen by character. It follows:
"The refrigeration was making a monotonous babble.The book with memories of the war was on it. Recently, when she remained alone in the mornings, she put on the old glasses, opened the book and read a page here and there " (Kadare I.1973 ). 2281 -4612 ISSN 2281 
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